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Abstract 28 

Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) has seen increased use in the monitoring the 29 

condition of river embankments, due to its spatial subsurface coverage, sensitivity to 30 

changes in internal states, such as moisture content, and ability to identify seepage and 31 

other erosional process with time-lapse ERT. 2D ERT surveys are commonly used due to 32 

time and site constraints, but they are often sensitive to features of anomalous resistivity 33 

proximal to the survey line, which can distort the resultant inversion as a 3D effect. In a 34 

tidal embankment, these 3D effects may result from changing water levels and river water 35 

salinities. ERT monitoring data at Hadleigh Marsh, UK showed potential evidence of 3D 36 

effects from local water bodies. Synthetic modelling was used to quantify potential 3D 37 

effects on tidal embankments. The modelling shows that a 3D effect in a tidal 38 

environment occurs (for the geometries studied) when surveys are undertaken at high 39 

water levels, and at distances less than 4.5 m from the electrode array with 1 m spacing. 40 

The 3D effect in the modelling is enhanced in brackish waters, which are common in tidal 41 

environments, and with larger electrode spacing. Different geologies, river water 42 

compositions and proximities to the model parameters are expected to induce a varied 3D 43 

effect on the ERT data in terms of magnitude, and these should be considered when 44 

surveying to minimise artefacts in the data. This research highlights the importance of 45 

appropriate geoelectrical measurement design for tidal embankment characterisation, 46 

particularly with proximal and saline water bodies.  47 

Keywords: ERT, Electrical Resistivity Tomography, Modelling, Site effect, 48 

Embankment 49 
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The data which supports the research can be made available upon request of the author. 51 

Introduction 52 

 53 

Flood embankments are essential defence infrastructure for protecting sites of societal 54 

and economic importance. Such structures can suffer deterioration through time because 55 

of: internal erosion processes (e.g. piping and suffusion)  (Almog et al., 2011; Planès et 56 

al., 2016; Yang & Wang, 2018; Bersan et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018); external erosion 57 

(e.g. animal burrowing and scouring by rivers) (Jones et al., 2014; Borgatti et al., 2017; 58 

Dunbar et al., 2017) and slope failure (Dunbar et al., 2017). Therefore, regular monitoring 59 

of flood embankments is vital to identify degradation, which may lead to failure of its 60 

serviceability limit state through, for example, seepage or slumping. 61 

 62 

Traditionally, monitoring of flood embankments involves walkover surveying and 63 

geotechnical investigations. Walkover surveys are limited by an inability to detect 64 

internal problems where there is no expression of embankment degradation (e.g. soil 65 

swelling) at the surface, and obscuration by vegetation (Jones et al., 2014; Sentenac et 66 

al., 2018). Geotechnical investigations can provide reliable and relevant data for 67 

assessment of the internal conditions of the embankment, but are limited by low spatial 68 

and volumetric coverage (Michalis et al., 2016), where extensive investigation is difficult 69 

due to their invasive and destructive nature, and the parameters obtained from such 70 

investigations are only reliable for the location of the sampling point (Cardarelli et al., 71 

2014). 72 
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 73 

Geophysical techniques have been increasingly utilised because they are non-invasive 74 

(Michalis et al., 2016), are sensitive to changes in the sub-surface which may indicate 75 

structural degradation (Moore et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2014) and have the potential to 76 

infer geotechnical properties through appropriate petrophysical relationships, as obtained 77 

from intrusive investigations and subsequent geotechnical monitoring (Chambers et al., 78 

2014; Zhang & Revil, 2015; Gunn et al., 2018). One commonly used geophysical 79 

technique for monitoring flood embankments is electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) 80 

(e.g. Fargier et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2014; Rittgers et al., 2015; Bièvre et al., 2018; 81 

Tresoldi et al., 2018,  Camarero et al., 2019, Jodry et al., 2019, Amabile et al., 2020,  82 

Michalis & Sentenac, 2021) due to its sensitivity to porosity, clay content, pore water 83 

conductivity (Binley & Slater, 2020), moisture content (Fargier et al., 2014) and internal 84 

structure (Chambers et al., 2014) making it useful for detecting subsurface changes which 85 

may indicate embankment degradation.  86 

 87 

Despite the greater spatial coverage possible with ERT compared to standard 88 

geotechnical sampling, and ability to image sub-surface conditions, uncertainties in 89 

interpretation of data still exist. One such problem is the 3D effect, in which proximal, 90 

but off-survey, resistivity distributions can influence the resistivity values directly 91 

beneath the ERT line; Fargier et al., 2014;  Hung et al., 2019) under a 2.5D assumption. 92 

These can arise from factors such as topographic effects, heterogeneous geology and 93 

features of anomalous resistivity nearby, such as a buried pipeline. In a river embankment 94 

setting a key source of a 3D effect is likely to be the river. Furthermore, a river of variable 95 
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stage (water level) and/or fluid electrical conductivity (e.g. from tidal influence) may lead 96 

to temporally variability of such 3D effects. Further references to a 3D effect on the data 97 

will be related to river-induced effects, unless otherwise stated. 98 

On embankments, ERT data are commonly acquired using linear (“2D”) electrode arrays, 99 

because of the relatively fast inversions and fieldwork convenience, where ERT surveys 100 

on an embankment are typically set up on the crest, parallel to the river bank. The 2.5D 101 

inversion method (following references to 2D inversion imply the 2.5D assumption) 102 

assumes that the resistivity does not vary in the direction perpendicular to the vertical 103 

plane below the line. The perpendicular topographic variations of the embankment and 104 

changing water levels to the side violate this assumption (Cho et al., 2014). As such, the 105 

data acquired from a 2D survey may be influenced by features adjacent to the survey, e.g.  106 

lower resistivities from an adjacent river may be mapped onto a 2D survey along a dam 107 

crest creating artefacts that are not present in reality. 108 

 109 

Normalisation methods and combined models have been used to remove influence of 110 

some 3D effects which apply to all ERT surveys, such as topography (e.g. Fargier et al., 111 

2014; Bièvre et al., 2018). Other authors have looked at specific 3D effects which might 112 

impact ERT data. For example, Hung et al. (2019) investigated the impact on ERT data 113 

of a pipe buried proximal to a 2D electrode array. They examined the effects of resistivity 114 

ratios between pipeline resistivity and the modelled geology resistivity, pipeline size, 115 

embedded depth, electrode spacing and distance from the source of the 3D effect to the 116 

electrode array. Through this, they identified that resistivity ratios of less than 0.1 and 117 

large pipeline sizes induce greater 3D effects; pipeline emplacement at greater depths will 118 
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induce weaker 3D effects and electrode spacing variations had minimal change on the 119 

magnitude of 3D effect observed. This suggests that an adjacent river will induce a 120 

significant 3D effect on an ERT survey, given its larger size than a pipeline.  121 

 122 

Laboratory (scaled physical model) experimentation has also been used by Hojat et al. 123 

(2020) to explore the 3D effect induced by rivers. Their experiment involved filling a 124 

plexiglass tank, containing a scaled model of a river levee, with water. Surveys were 125 

undertaken at various water levels to represent seasonal variations in water level and a 126 

significant 3D effect was induced by the water body. Through this they observed changes 127 

in apparent resistivity to true resistivity ratios with different electrode spacings. Through 128 

laboratory experimentation it was shown that the 3D effect is larger with increased 129 

electrode spacings, because of greater depths of investigation inducing larger sensitivities 130 

at depth and hence greater coverage that is potentially affected by adjacent resistivities 131 

(Hojat et al., 2020). Further synthetic modelling showed that 3D effects has the potential 132 

to decrease with further increase of electrode spacing, as a decrease in shallow resolution 133 

will result in the source of the 3D effect having smaller impact on neighbouring data 134 

(Hojat et al., 2020) when the source has a fixed position. The 3D effect varies with 135 

seasonality, where peak distortions in resistivity in the ERT array are present within 136 

winter, predominantly at greater depths below the surface (Tresoldi et al., 2019). 137 

 138 

This study aims to build upon these previous approaches to investigate the effect of a tidal 139 

influence of a river on ERT data obtained from surveys on the embankment crest. 140 

Synthetic models simulating varying water levels and salinities, for a homogeneous and 141 
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heterogeneous embankment, are used to investigate the relationship between 142 

measurement and survey design and 3D artefacts, for the purpose of identifying improved 143 

ERT deployment approaches for tidal embankment monitoring. Previous research has 144 

produced contrasting conclusions regarding the relationship between electrode spacing 145 

and the magnitude of the 3D effect (e.g. Hung et al., 2019 and Hojat et al., 2020).  146 

Therefore, further synthetic modelling will be used to help confirm the effect of electrode 147 

spacing on the magnitude of 3D effect present from a river proximal to an ERT array. 148 

 149 

Alongside synthetic modelling, time-lapse ERT monitoring from the Hadleigh Marsh 150 

field site on the Thames estuary, United Kingdom is used to illustrate potential 3D effects 151 

in ERT applied to flood defence monitoring. The series of modelling experiments applied 152 

to a synthetic river embankment are performed to examine resistivity features 153 

representing a watercourse adjacent to a survey line impact on ERT data.   We then offer 154 

recommendations on approaches to mitigate a 3D effect, including survey design 155 

recommendations and application of methodologies during inversion.  156 

 157 

Synthetic Modelling 158 

Methodology 159 

 160 

To quantitatively assess the impact of the 3D effects resulting from tidal variations on 2D 161 

ERT data parallel to a watercourse, in terms of river water level and resistivity, two 162 

synthetic modelling scenarios were designed to simulate a river retreating with a waning 163 
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tide.  In both models an electrode array, consisting of 48 electrodes at 1 m spacing, was 164 

located along the embankment, parallel to the watercourse (see Figure 1). The 165 

embankment crest is 3 m wide and the array is situated at the midpoint of the crest width. 166 

The riverside slope angle is 14° and the river has a maximum width of 27.8 m. In the 167 

associated finite element mesh, the modelled river extended for 101 m beyond the first 168 

and last electrode in the orientation parallel to the array. This ensured that the river was 169 

sufficiently long to reduce boundary effects or influences on the data from resistivity 170 

contrasts between the end of the river in the mesh and the background region. Topography 171 

was included in the inversion, in order to account for its influence on the ERT data.  172 

Scenario one involved a homogeneous embankment, while scenario two included a clay 173 

core of differing resistivity to explore the impact of such heterogeneity. The embankment 174 

geometry is shown in Figure 1. 175 

 176 

Utilising the mesh generation software Gmsh (Geuzaine  & Remacle, 2020), a 3D 177 

unstructured finite element mesh was generated, allowing creation of regions representing 178 

the river, embankment and clay core for scenario two, each of which can be assigned 179 

specific resistivity values. Once the mesh was generated and resistivities were assigned 180 

to the river,  embankment and clay core, the ERT code R3t (Binley & Slater, 2020) was 181 

used to compute a forward model for a specific scenario. R3t was used, instead of 2D 182 

modelling software, due to the ability of a 3D modelling set-up to incorporate external 183 

features into the model. Once the forward model was complete, 2% random (Gaussian) 184 

noise was added to the resultant apparent resistivities. Following this, the data were 185 

inverted in 3D, in order to simulate an inversion of ERT data with an adjacent river which 186 

could potentially induce anomalous artefacts in the inversion. The inversions for all 187 
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models incorporated the 3D geometry of the embankment, enabling topography to be 188 

accounted for, reducing the 3D effect associated with this. Each inversion utilised 189 

smoothness-constrained (i.e. L2 norm) regularisation. 190 

 191 

Wenner, Schlumberger and Dipole-dipole array configurations were modelled, in order 192 

to determine the likely impact of a 3D effect based on array configuration. For this, using 193 

a river level of 2.95 m at 1.7 m distance from the electrodes, models were run with 194 

electrode sequences corresponding to each configuration and synthetic measurements 195 

could then be compared. From this, the electrode configuration with the most severe 3D 196 

effect was selected for subsequent modelling. For all electrode configurations, an a 197 

spacing of 1 to 4 m was selected. The Schlumberger array had an n of 1 to 9 and the 198 

Dipole-dipole configuration had an n of 1 to 9. 199 

 200 

In order to study the effect of changes in river level, the finite element mesh was adjusted 201 

for a given river level; the modelled river was decreased by 5 cm vertically and the river 202 

front was retreated 20 cm laterally per model scenario (see Figure 1b), which represented 203 

a waning tide. The initial conditions were a river that was 1.7 m from the electrode array, 204 

at a river height 5cm lower than the crest elevation (see Figure 1). For each river level, 205 

four separate forward models and inversions were undertaken, where river resistivities 206 

were assigned as 1, 5, 10 and 20 Ωm for each scenario, in order to account for varied river 207 

salinities. Once the inversions for each modelled river salinity were completed for the 208 

given river level, the synthetic river level was decreased, and models were run as before. 209 

From this, resistivity values underlying the electrode array could be obtained, allowing 210 
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comparison between models as to the magnitude of the 3D effect with changing water 211 

level and river salinities. The process described was repeated for every reduction in river 212 

level until there was no observed change in resistivity underlying the ERT array from a 213 

3D effect after inversion for all modelled river resistivities.  214 

 215 

The homogeneous river embankment was assumed to consist of a clay fill, representing 216 

a common construction material for embankments. The assumed resistivity of the 217 

embankment was taken to be 40 Ωm, based on typical resistivity values for clay (Palacky, 218 

1987). The second modelling scenario consisted of a more conductive clay core, set at 10 219 

Ωm, with a more resistive 40 Ωm infill, to test for effects of heterogeneity in a set-up 220 

representative for such embankments The water in estuarine environments is typically 221 

brackish (Sandrin et al., 2009), so models included ranges of resistivities typical of more 222 

brackish water and freshwater, 1, 5, 10 and 20 Ωm, the latter representing freshwater 223 

rivers with some tidal influence (Palacky, 1987). In addition, modelling procedures were 224 

repeated for different electrode spacings to observe the effect of spacing on the associated 225 

3D effect from a tidal setting. 226 

 227 

 228 

Synthetic Modelling Results 229 

 230 

The synthetic models were developed and analysed to explore three variables: the effect 231 

of a change in distance between the river and the electrode array; the change in river 232 

electrical conductivity (representing a change in salinity); the electrode spacing used for 233 
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the survey. Through this the nature and severity of the 3D effect resulting from changes 234 

in salinity and water level can be understood and therefore methods to mitigate the impact 235 

can be made. In embankments with greater crest heights, a larger electrode spacing may 236 

be chosen to achieve greater depth penetration. Therefore, greater electrode spacings have 237 

been modelled to determine potential impacts of a 3D effect where a different electrode 238 

setup may be selected for this survey scenario. 239 

 240 

Array Configurations 241 

 242 

The results for the synthetic modelling of Wenner, Schlumberger and Dipole-dipole 243 

arrays, using the homogeneous embankment model, are shown in Figure 2. For 244 

comparison, the maximal river level was selected, using 1 Ωm as a river resistivity, in 245 

order to demonstrate the maximum possible impact of a 3D effect from each array type.  246 

 247 

As shown in Figure 2, the resistivities for the Dipole-dipole array (figure 2c) are more 248 

affected by a 3D effect than the other array configurations, suggesting a greater lateral 249 

(off-plane) sensitivity for this array. For the Wenner array (figure 2a), with a spacing of 250 

1 m, there is unlikely to be any significant 3D effect, but it may be more of an issue if 251 

greater electrode spacings are selected for a survey. The Schlumberger array (figure 2b) 252 

shows influence from a 3D effect induced by the river, but with poorer model resolution 253 

compared with Dipole-dipole. Therefore, for the purpose of the further synthetic 254 

modelling a Dipole-dipole array has been selected because of the greater apparent 255 

sensitivity to off-plane effects. 256 

 257 
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Distance of River from Electrode Array  258 

 259 

Selected inversions taken from the different modelled river levels were chosen for 260 

assessing the resistivities directly underlying the ERT survey for both modelling 261 

scenarios. For each model in the homogeneous embankment scenario, the embankment 262 

resistivity is 40 Ωm, so significant deviation from this, which gives greater distortion than 263 

what can be expected from noise alone, is inferred to be a 3D effect, induced by the 264 

modelled river. Likewise, for the heterogeneous model, the clay core resistivity is 10 Ωm, 265 

with a 40 Ωm background resistivity for the remainder of the subsurface, meaning 266 

deviations from this represent influence from a 3D effect.  Figure 3 is a representation of 267 

the resistivities at various depths beneath the ERT array for the synthetic models, showing 268 

the resistivities for each modelled water level.   269 

 270 

From the models, as is evident in Figure 3, there is a distinct effect on resistivities located 271 

at greater depths below the ERT line, while at depths less than 1 m the effect is negligible. 272 

As expected, the effect is more severe where the river is closer to the electrode array, with 273 

less pronounced distortions to resistivity with decreasing river level. For the most 274 

proximal river level in the homogeneous model, resistivities can reduce by approximately 275 

15 Ωm at depths of 3.5 m below the array when the river is least resistive. The magnitude 276 

of the effect reduces until the river reaches 4.5 m from the electrode array, where the 277 

resistivities approximate to 40 Ωm for every modelled river resistivity (i.e. there is no 3D 278 

effect). Slight discrepancies in the trend with depth are likely impacts of adding 2% noise 279 

to the apparent resistivities prior to inversion. The noise does not obscure the trend in the 280 

models, indicating that anomalous resistivities from the inversion can be ascribed to the 281 
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3D effect induced by changing river levels or salinities, as opposed to random background 282 

effects, in a real-life scenario where noise will be present. 283 

 284 

In the heterogeneous models (Figure 3d and 4e), with decreasing river level there is no 285 

obvious associated trend in resistivity at shallow depths, indicating that resistivity 286 

variation is driven by influences from the embankment and 2% added Gaussian noise, not 287 

effects from the river at approximately 0-1.5 m depth. This is in contrast to depths below 288 

1.5 m, where the resistivities are noticeably less resistive with higher river levels, more 289 

proximal to the electrode array. As with the homogeneous model, this indicates that the 290 

3D effect from the river is more pronounced with depth, using a 1 m electrode spacing, 291 

and embankment heterogeneity does not obscure such a trend in 3D effect. 292 

 293 

River Salinity 294 

 295 

The plots in Figure 3 also show a distinct reduction in resistivity with increased modelled 296 

river salinities for both a homogeneous and heterogeneous embankment. It is evident that 297 

from Figure 3 that the trend of the resistivities for modelled river levels is less steep with 298 

increased river resistivity. The effect is most pronounced for the modelled river salinity 299 

of 1 Ωm, with a clear decrease in resistivity at depth when the river is proximal to the 300 

electrode array. When the modelled river is 20 Ωm negligible 3D effects are seen. This 301 

indicates that a significant 3D effect in river embankments will be most prominent in 302 

estuarine environments where water is likely to be brackish. With higher modelled 303 

resistivities for the river, which represent freshwater environments, the associated 3D 304 

effect is negligible across all river levels. In conditions like this, freshwater is unlikely to 305 
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induce an impact (provided the array is far enough away from the water body) and a 3D 306 

effect would be limited to estuarine or coastal environments. 307 

 308 

As a decrease in salinity also reduces the magnitude of the 3D effect in the heterogeneous 309 

scenario at depths shallower than the base of the modelled core, it indicates that the bulk 310 

of the induced 3D effect, at shallow depth, arises from changes in river level and 311 

associated resistivity. However, for all models the resistivity does not trend towards the 312 

modelled value of 40 Ωm. This is likely a result of the embankment heterogeneity and 313 

modelled clay core values above influencing resistivity values at greater depth.  314 

 315 

Electrode Spacing 316 

 317 

Plots of resistivities underneath the ERT array for different electrode spacings are shown 318 

in Figure 4. The river resistivity is set at 1 Ωm and selected distances of electrode array 319 

from the river (1.7 m and 3.5 m) are shown for comparison.  The plots show the effect of 320 

electrode spacing of the electrode array, utilising the same mesh characteristics. It is 321 

evident that with increased electrode spacing there is an associated decrease in resistivity 322 

at the ERT array. For an electrode spacing of 4 m, marked decreases of resistivity to 25 323 

Ωm are present at shallow depths when the river is most proximal, whereas this is not the 324 

case for electrode spacings of 2 m. The results from electrode spacings of 1 m are not 325 

shown in the figure, because resistivities are marginally higher, and similar in trend to 2 326 

m spacing. This indicates that for large surveys with very large electrode spacings there 327 

will be significant 3D effect at the ERT array at all depths, which would obscure any 328 
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underlying features which may be present underneath the embankment when the river 329 

level is most proximal to the electrode array. This suggests that for smaller electrode 330 

spacings the higher resolution and the shorter influence distances from the river help 331 

reduce the 3D effect, especially at shallow depths.  332 

 333 

Embankment Heterogeneity 334 
 335 

Resistivities for the modelling of the more heterogeneous embankment, consisting of clay 336 

core, are represented in Figure 3d and e. Resistivity values proximal to the surface, in the 337 

region of the 10 Ωm clay core, varied between 11 and 13 Ωm. This indicates that the 40 338 

Ωm infill modelled for the rest of the embankment has a weak influence on resistivities 339 

at shallow depth. Therefore, embankment heterogeneity and complexity are potential 340 

sources of a 3D effect, which may influence interpretation of data.  341 

 342 

Resistivities at depth, below the clay core, do not trend towards the set value of 40 Ωm, 343 

levelling out at 25-30 Ωm. This is likely due to embankment heterogeneity and weak 344 

measurement sensitivity at depth: resistivities in the region below the clay core are 345 

influenced by the resistivity assigned to the core. 346 

 347 

Overall, trends in resistivity between the homogeneous and heterogeneous models are 348 

similar, with decreasing resistivities at depth with declining river levels and salinities.  349 

 350 
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Sensitivity Distribution 351 
 352 

As outlined in Binley and Slater (2020), there are a number of image appraisal methods 353 

available for assessing an inverse model.  The computational demands of calculating a 354 

model resolution matrix is often prohibitive for 3D problems, and so a cumulative 355 

sensitivity approach (see Binley and Slater, 2020) is adopted here.  Figure 5 shows a 356 

cumulative sensitivity distribution (produced by R3t) for the synthetic modelling, using 357 

1 m electrode spacing, for when the river level is at its lowest. It can be seen from this 358 

that there is measurement sensitivity within the region of the river, indicating that a 3D 359 

effect can be detected by the array for this and all other scenarios, where the river will be 360 

more proximal to the array.   361 

 362 

Hadleigh Marsh 363 
 364 

The Hadleigh Marsh embankment is approximately 4 km long and 65 m wide (Essex 365 

County Council, n.d.). The embankment serves as a flood defence on the northern margin 366 

of the Thames estuary, and is situated on an eroding coastline (Brand & Spencer, 2019). 367 

The present embankment consists of a historic clay embankment, which was subsequently 368 

raised in the 1980s using household and commercial landfill waste, capped with puddled 369 

clay (Brand & Spencer, 2019). Historical maps suggest that an embankment has existed 370 

since the 19th century. Current embankment construction predates required legislation for 371 

records of such embankments to be kept, so comprehensive details of waste composition 372 

are unknown (Secretary of State, 2002). Hadleigh Marsh is situated in a SSSI (site of 373 

special scientific interest), it is a marine protected area (Brand & Spencer, 2019) and is 374 

within the bathing water zone of influence catchments for eight public beaches along the 375 
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Thames (Environment Agency, 2017). Therefore, it is imperative that the integrity of the 376 

embankment is maintained to a suitable standard, so that waste material and leachates do 377 

not contaminate the local environment.  378 

 379 

Geophysical characterisation was undertaken at Hadleigh Marsh to reveal embankment 380 

structure and moisture driven processes within the asset that could be related to tidal 381 

forcing, contaminant transport and slope stability. To facilitate long-term monitoring, an 382 

automated ERT measurement system, referred to here as PRIME (Holmes et al., 2020), 383 

was installed at the site. The system enables near-real-time ERT data collection, and has 384 

been powered by batteries charged by a solar panel, with remote operation and data 385 

retrieval achieved through a 4G telemetric link. The system was attached to five linear 386 

electrode arrays, with two orientated approximately parallel to the estuary front and three 387 

perpendicular (Figure 6). ERT surveys on all electrode arrays were generally acquired 388 

once every three days for each line from the April 2017 to present. The electrodes 389 

spacings were 2 m, utilising dipole-dipole measurement configurations with a spacings 390 

of 2 to 46 m and n in the range of 1 to 7. Where an a spacing is the current and potential 391 

dipole sizes and n is the current and potential dipole separation. 392 

 393 

Time-Lapse ERT data from the site were inverted to visualise changes in resistivity with 394 

differences in tides, using ResIPy (Blanchy et al., 2020). Initial inversions focussed on 395 

2D inversions of line L2 (Figure 6), which was the closest line to the estuary and for 396 

which the greatest 3D effect due to tidal influence was expected. As with the synthetic 397 

model, it is approximately parallel to the river course, but is not located on the 398 
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embankment crest. The 2D time-lapse inversions were undertaken using the difference 399 

inversion method (LaBrecque and Yang, 2001). A 3D inversion was also undertaken, 400 

incorporating all ERT lines as a means of addressing whether anomalies present in line 401 

L2 from a 2D inversion were a result of 3D effects on 2D data. Tidal information taken 402 

from the nearby Sheerness tidal gauge (obtained from the British Oceanographic Data 403 

Centre), provided the tidal ranges across the year, and was used for selection of data for 404 

time-lapse analysis based on the tidal cycle. For each time-lapse inversion a period of low 405 

tide, corresponding with survey timings, were selected for the reference model and the 406 

time-lapse inversion continued until the next high tide occurred during the survey period. 407 

Several tidal cycles were selected for separate time-lapse inversions, taken at different 408 

points in the year, in order to help assess the seasonal impact. For each time-lapse 409 

inversion, the reference model was selected as that corresponding to a tidal minimum; 410 

data from subsequent dates in that tidal cycle were included for the inversion (the last 411 

dataset corresponding to the point prior to the next tidal minimum).  412 

Hadleigh Marsh Results  413 
 414 

To explore the potential 3D effect of the River Thames on 2D ERT data at Hadleigh 415 

Marsh, 2D inversions were undertaken on the most proximal line to the river, L2, and the 416 

intersecting orthogonal lines, P1-3 (Figure 6).  Representative inversions of L2 are shown 417 

in Figure 7, taken from the start of a waxing tidal cycle for their respective time cycle and 418 

as such represent the initial tidal minimum. In order to demonstrate the tidal nature of any 419 

associated 3D effects, a subsequent time-lapse inversion was undertaken when tides were 420 

increasing, where the data from Figure 7 were used as a reference dataset, and any 421 
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changes have been related to these tidal variations. Figure 8 shows the results of the time-422 

lapse inversion. 423 

 424 

The reference inversions for all data sets shown in Figure 7 indicates a conductive 425 

subsurface adjacent to the river, where resistivity values are typically less than 10 Ωm. 426 

However, the upper 2 m is slightly more resistive than at greater depths. It is possible that 427 

this is a feature of this section of the embankment, or an effect of prior weather conditions, 428 

where greater depths are likely to be more saturated and therefore less resistive. However, 429 

a 3D effect resulting from a river is likely to induce a conductive feature at depth, as 430 

evident in the synthetic modelling, where decreased resistivities are present at depths 431 

below 2 m from the surface. This may explain the trends observed, creating difficulties 432 

in the reliability of interpretation. In order to observe changes due to a 3D effect induced 433 

by tide, time-lapse inversions have been shown at different points in the tidal cycle, where 434 

water level was higher than in the reference inversion.  435 

 436 

The difference inversions for L2 show generally small changes in resistivity from the start 437 

of the tidal cycle to a time of high-water level. In most inversions a decrease in resistivity 438 

of greater than 5% is noted from depths lower than 5 m for approximately 80 m across 439 

the embankment to the left of the section. This is potentially an effect induced by the 440 

proximal river, where higher tides are inducing a stronger 3D effect at depths where 441 

potential 3D effects are noted in the reference inversions. This part of the section is most 442 

proximal to the river (Figure 6), which gives weight to this interpretation. However, due 443 

to the low magnitudes, other lateral effects or over/underfitting of data cannot be ruled 444 

out. At shallow depths resistivity variation is not significantly affected by tidal action. 445 
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Overall, the data shows some potential impact at depths, which may correspond to a 3D 446 

effect from the river. The April 2020 dataset shows the greatest decrease in resistivity 447 

through time, likely due to the ground being less saturated, meaning resistivity contrasts 448 

between river and ground beneath the electrode array will be larger. 449 

 450 

2D inversions of P1-3 (Figure 9) are generally more resistive than L2, which is assumed 451 

to be a result of the landfill infill, with less resistive anomalies close to the river Thames. 452 

Subsequent time-lapse inversions of P1-3 (Figure 10) show an overall increase in 453 

conductivity, assumed to be a result of infiltration from rainfall due to the presence of 454 

rainfall in the days following the December reference inversion. 455 

 456 

Data from all five electrode lines (see Figure 6) were utilised in a 3D time-lapse inversion 457 

for each tidal cycle at Hadleigh Marsh. Several inversions were run for various tidal 458 

cycles across the PRIME monitoring period at Hadleigh Marsh (08-Dec-19 to 17-Dec-459 

19); Figure 11 shows a fence diagram of a selected reference inversion for the ERT, at 460 

low tide. 461 

 462 

The 3D inversion shows a general consistency in resistivity across each ERT line for the 463 

December 2019 dataset. The perpendicular lines, P1-P3, are generally resistive, with 464 

similar magnitudes to their 2D inversion counterparts (see Figure 9). Whereas, L1 and L2 465 

are less resistive than P1-3, which is believed to be influence from the Thames adjacent 466 

to L2 and the watercourse located adjacent to L1. The region of lower resistivity at depth 467 

in L2, observed in the 2D inversions in Figure 7, is not present in the 3D inversion. This 468 
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implies that it might be a 3D effect that is resolved in a 3D inversion. Through 469 

incorporation of the more resistive P1-P3 and L1, the result is a more representative 470 

inversion.  The general consistency between resistivities through lines, indicates that the 471 

3D inversion is able to provide a more reliable representation of the subsurface without 472 

influence of a 3D effect. However, the regions in the 3D model between lines P1-3 are 473 

associated with low levels of resolution due to the large line spacings, and are therefore 474 

not displayed in Figures 11 (and  Figure 12, discussed below). Correlation of resistivities 475 

within the inversion, mitigating against such 3D effects, is believed to occur where the 476 

orthogonal lines cross (i.e. at the intersection between L2 and P1). 477 

 478 

To further identify potential changes with a tidal cycle, the results of a 3D difference 479 

inversion is shown in Figure 12. The results reveal a distinct change in resistivity at 480 

shallow depths. In the 2D inversions and synthetic modelling it was noted that artefacts 481 

induced by the 3D effect were present at depth. The 3D inversions do not show a 482 

significant change in resistivity at equivalent depths. Therefore, with a similar resistivity 483 

distribution to 2D time-lapse inversions and reduced artefacts in lines proximal to the 484 

river, it has been suggested that the 3D inversions are able to successfully visualise 485 

subsurface conditions with some mitigation of the 3D effect.  486 

 487 

Discussion 488 

 489 
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The synthetic modelling explored the effects of changing river salinity and river level 490 

upon resistivities beneath the array. For a scenario of a clay embankment with a 491 

homogeneous resistivity of 40 Ωm, it has been determined (for the given geometry) that 492 

there are unlikely to be any noticeable effects when the river is 4.5 m away from the 493 

electrode array, and 0.75 m below crest height (for the geometry of this particular model). 494 

Within this limit, resistivity will be decreased at greater depths than 2 m underneath the 495 

electrode array where electrode spacings are 2 m or less. The nature of the homogeneous 496 

embankment is highly idealised, as it is unlikely that a real embankment will be 497 

homogeneous, and the trend and magnitude of affected resistivities are highly impacted 498 

by the given parameters. For instance, if the embankment resistivity is higher, higher 499 

resistivities from the modelled river would likely induce an effect and the resistivities 500 

modelled in this case study could create a greater resistivity contrast. Consequently, the 501 

trend of resistivity at depth could be more severe and noticeable at river levels deeper and 502 

further away from the electrode array than in this synthetic model. In a more coastal 503 

environment embankment resistivities will likely be smaller than that of the synthetic 504 

model (40 Ωm). However, modelling a larger embankment resistivity enables more 505 

universal applicability, such as for tidally influenced rivers, where river salinity will be 506 

low, and to enable comparison between freshwater and saltwater settings. 507 

 508 

Different slope angles would enable the possibility of the river to decline further vertically 509 

for the lateral movement of the river away from the electrode array. Therefore, with 510 

steeper slope angles there could be a more pronounced 3D effect possible, given the river 511 

is still proximal, laterally, to the electrode array with increased declines vertically and 512 

may be within an influence zone. For embankments with larger heights and wider bases, 513 
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larger electrode spacings may be chosen for greater depths of investigation. Therefore, 514 

embankment geometry is needed to be understood to assess the characteristics of a 3D 515 

effect, where different crest heights, base widths and slope angles may impact survey 516 

design, the extent of a 3D effect and its magnitude.   517 

 518 

The second modelling scenario, with a clay core incorporated into the embankment, 519 

provided an opportunity to assess the effect of heterogeneity within the embankment on 520 

the 3D effect in the ERT inversions. As with the homogeneous embankment, there was a 521 

distinct increase of resistivity at depth with higher river levels, closer to the electrode 522 

array. Therefore, the increased heterogeneity modelled within the embankment does not 523 

obscure the 3D effect associated with the river at shallow depths. However, embankment 524 

heterogeneity influences the inverted model at greater depths, resulting in modelled 525 

resistivities from deviating from the true values.  526 

 527 

Resistivities of the river have a large influence on the magnitude of the 3D effect. For less 528 

resistive river waters, such as brackish conditions typically associated with estuaries, 529 

there is likely to be a pronounced 3D effect. Whereas, the higher freshwater resistivities 530 

induced negligible 3D effects on the synthetic ERT survey. This highlights the greater 531 

need to be aware of potential 3D effects, particularly in estuarine environments, and a 532 

need to account for such when working with data obtained from these environments. 533 

Freshwater river fluctuations are less likely to induce a 3D effect in environments similar 534 

to the synthetic model. However, natural embankments will be more complex, comprising 535 

a greater range of resistivities, where elevated water saturation will likely decrease 536 
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resistivities in the embankment close to the river. This is more difficult to model for 537 

generation of 3D effects in a generalised manner, or to differentiate the influence of the 538 

two contributing factors (river water level change and changes in soil water content). A 539 

heterogeneous model was developed, but no single synthetic modelling scenario is likely 540 

to represent real embankment.  541 

 542 

Real resistivities of an embankment will vary over a scale of centimetres and the 543 

composition may be highly varied and form irregular layers. The range of resistivities for 544 

typical embankment infill, including clay infill, can be higher or lower than what was 545 

modelled (Palacky, 1987), so with more resistive infill freshwater may induce a 3D effect 546 

with larger ranges in values.  547 

 548 

River geometries for the synthetic model have been assumed to be close to the crest height 549 

at its peak. Many rivers will be at lower depths and further lateral distances to the 550 

electrode array in many survey settings, which could mean they are beyond any influence 551 

zone to the ERT data. As such, this shows that for many cases it will be unlikely that large 552 

artefacts will be induced in the ERT data, arising from river level fluctuations, and that 553 

this study represents a more extreme scenario (e.g. rising water level after a storm event). 554 

However, the highly variable nature of a real-life setting to the synthetic model means 555 

that there may be some contexts where a 3D effect is likely, due to a strong resistivity 556 

contrast between embankment infill and river or highly saline water. Therefore, it is 557 

suggested that river levels with the tide and anticipated resistivities of the river and local 558 
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geology are known for the survey, in order to enable an estimation of whether a 3D effect 559 

is likely. 560 

 561 

Electrode spacings of 1 m, 2 m and 4 m were modelled in our synthetic study. It was 562 

noted that there is a steep decrease in shallow resistivity with increased electrode spacing, 563 

due to the lower resolution at shallower depths, resulting in a greater influence zone for 564 

the river to impact data. A larger depth of penetration with increased electrode spacing 565 

will enable a 3D effect to be reliably detected at greater depths below the electrode array. 566 

Resistivities resulting from 1 m or 2 m spacing give similar values, but electrode of 567 

spacings 4 m give marked distortions in resistivity, including at shallow depth. This 568 

suggests that when shallow resolution is poorer, there is greater influence from the river 569 

as a 3D effect when there are fewer resistivity values at shallow depths beneath the ERT 570 

array. All electrode spacings show some distortion at resistivity at greater depth. 571 

 572 

The analysis of inversions at Hadleigh Marsh indicate the potential for a 3D effect to 573 

influence data and potentially mislead interpretation through artefacts being introduced 574 

to the data. The most notable is a feature of abnormally low resistivity located at 2 m 575 

depth in survey line L2 when inverted in 2D. This corresponds to observed regions of 576 

lower resistivity in the synthetic modelling study, caused by the river. With increased 577 

maximum tide height during the month, as observed in the time-lapse inversions, there is 578 

a decreased resistivity at depth in the area of L2 closest to the river. This suggests that the 579 

anomalous region of lower resistivity in L2 is probably a 3D effect resulting from the 580 

river, which could incorrectly be interpreted to be a region of saline water beneath the 581 
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array instead. At high tide resistivities are over 5% less resistive at depth than low tide. 582 

Therefore, sites with pronounced tidal ranges will experience greater potential 3D effects, 583 

and sites which are more resistive will see greater resistivity contrasts between artefacts 584 

induced by a 3D effect and the embankment resistivity, potentially leading to a greater 585 

degree of misinterpretation. When data are inverted in 3D there is no noticeable 586 

conductive region at depth in L2, indicating that 3D inversions could rectify the observed 587 

3D effect in L2 and that incorporating a 3D inversion scheme could aid interpretation of 588 

ERT data in tidal settings. 589 

 590 

Previous research on an off-centre pipeline had inferred that electrode spacing is unlikely 591 

to alter 3D effect magnitudes (Hung et al., 2019), whereas laboratory experimentation 592 

and synthetic modelling of different electrode spacings with a change in water infiltration 593 

had suggested that increased electrode spacings would increase the 3D effect until 594 

shallow resolution had decreased substantially (Hojat et al., 2020). The synthetic 595 

modelling here indicates with increased electrode spacing there is more severe decrease 596 

in resistivity from a 3D effect, supporting that electrode spacing does alter 3D effect 597 

magnitudes. It is therefore suggested that where the suspected source of a 3D effect is 598 

larger than the survey, electrode spacings are kept to a minimum feasible level for survey 599 

requirements to reduce a 3D effect on surveying at shallow depths, if the survey is to be 600 

inverted in 2D.  601 

 602 

To account for such issues when they are expected, it is suggested that 3D ERT inversions 603 

are undertaken where the survey locations are proximal to a river.  3D inversions can 604 
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incorporate the full embankment geometry and also the resistivity of the adjacent water 605 

course.  A 3D inversion would reduce the potential artefacts resulting from a 3D effect 606 

linked to the river, as observed at Hadleigh Marsh. Ideally, this would involve a 3D ERT 607 

survey geometry, which would allow greater restriction of resistivities across the 608 

embankment area. However, time and geometrical constraints may prevent a true 3D ERT 609 

survey. Utilisation of a 3D inversion scheme across all lines at Hadleigh Marsh reduced 610 

the 3D effect, suggesting that this suppressed 3D effects from 2D inversion, and previous 611 

research indicates that incorporating 3D coverage of potential measurements suppresses 612 

the 3D effect (Sjödahl et al., 2006). Whereas, with a singular ERT line in the synthetic 613 

model the 3D effect is noticeable. Therefore, to constrain 3D effects, the survey should 614 

ideally incorporate more than one line in a series of arrays which cross-cut each other 615 

across the survey region, and can then be inverted using a 3D approach.  616 

 617 

If designing a time-lapse ERT set-up, it is recommended that a reconnaissance survey is 618 

undertaken for design of the time-lapse system, where several surveys are run during the 619 

day at different times, and with more than one survey line, to account for the effect of 620 

distance from river. This will enable interpretation of how any 3D effect present varies 621 

with tide across the day and survey distance from the river, for optimal survey design for 622 

later time-lapse monitoring. From the interpretation of the reconnaissance survey, 623 

electrode arrays can be located outside of areas with suspected 3D effects present and 624 

survey times set for when the tide is forecast to be low, although this will clearly limit to 625 

potential to monitor the integrity of the barrier under such events. For surveys close to a 626 

river that could create 3D effects, survey design should ideally include several arrays, 627 

which are proximal to each other and provide orthogonal coverage of the area.  Such 628 
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surveys, coupled with recognition of the river feature in any forward modelling, will allow  629 

fully 3D inversions to be carried out, eliminating 3D effects due to the watercourse. 630 

 631 

Future research involving mathematically determining the extent of likely influence for a 632 

range of given parameters (e.g. embankment infill resistivity, number of layers, river 633 

resistivity) could enable specification for survey design, giving boundaries for survey 634 

design as to where 3D surveying may be necessary to mitigate potential 3D effects. 635 

Investigation of more complex embankment geometries could be developed to account 636 

for 3D effects in other embankment settings. Also, normalisation techniques could be 637 

developed to reduce the influence of a proximal river, as Fargier et al. (2014) and Bièvre 638 

et al. (2018) have utilised for reducing topographic induced artefacts. 639 

 640 

Conclusions  641 

 642 

A synthetic modelling exercise was developed to assess the change in 3D effect associated 643 

with changing river levels, salinities and electrode spacings for a homogeneous and 644 

heterogeneous embankment. From this, it was seen that there is a clear 3D effect induced 645 

with river resistivities associated with a more brackish water, indicating that estuaries are 646 

likely to induce a 3D effect on proximal surveys. The 3D effect is noticeable at river 647 

distances less than 4.5 m in lateral distance and 0.75 m in vertical height from the 648 

electrode array and embankment crest height, respectively. Therefore, a significant 3D 649 

effect is most likely where ERT surveys are taken on the riverside flank of an 650 
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embankment and are unlikely to be impacted where surveys are taken on the landward 651 

side. Though, specific boundaries for where a 3D effect from a tidal river may be 652 

influential are controlled by embankment geometry, the local geology and water content 653 

and it is suggested that local conditions are considered for each survey, since the 3D effect 654 

may have a greater or smaller influence distance for different scenarios.  655 

 656 

Using time-lapse inversion data taken from tidal cycles at Hadleigh Marsh and modelling 657 

of a synthetic embankment, the impacts of the 3D effect have been identified and 658 

evaluated, where the nature of the synthetic model has guided interpretation of a presence 659 

of the 3D effect at the site and given assessment to whether a 3D effect from tidal action 660 

is likely to be experienced in ERT surveys. At Hadleigh Marsh there was an associated 661 

resistive low in data adjacent to the Thames, at depths equivalent to observed 3D effects 662 

in the synthetic modelling and areas most proximal to the river, indicating that there is a 663 

likelihood that a 3D effect is impacting the data. With greater resistivities, such effects 664 

will be more distinguishable and the anomalous resistivities may lead to 665 

misinterpretation. This shows a need to address 3D effects resulting from estuaries, which 666 

has been explored further in synthetic modelling to assess likely extents of a 3D effect in 667 

this environment.  668 

 669 

Electrode spacings of 2 m or less in survey sequences have been suggested (for the 670 

geometry studied here) to minimise the potential influence from the river to the ERT 671 

survey at shallow depths. Alongside this, we recommend that 3D ERT surveying is set 672 

up on the riverside of an embankment to reduce artefacts from the water body with a 673 
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greater degree of resolution in the inversion. If this is not possible, it is suggested that 674 

several linear ERT arrays are used (e.g. parallel and/or orthogonal survey lines), which 675 

can be inverted using a 3D scheme to reduce potential 3D effects. This study highlights 676 

the potential for a 3D effect to be induced in estuarine environments, due to the likely 677 

saline water and potential high resistivity contrasts. Future work in this field will involve 678 

modelling of more complex embankment geologies and means of reducing any effect 679 
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Figure 1: Geometrical representations of the synthetic model problem. a)  The layout of the 
embankment, river, and electrode array orientation for the homogeneous model. The 
electrode array is located parallel to the river and is situated at the centre of the embankment 
crest. b) The heterogeneous model, including the clay core. c) A 2D cross sectional image of 
the synthetic embankment, showing the adjustments to river geometries with each iterant 
model and modelled river resistivities, representing salinity changes. 
Figure 2: Inversions, showing the 3D effect resulting from differing array types, where the 
inverse image represents the synthetic subsurface resistivity distribution directly beneath the 
electrode array. a) Wenner configuration. b) Schlumberger configuration. c) Dipole-dipole 
configuration. For each configuration the river is 1.7 m from the embankment, the river is 0.5 
m below crest height and the river resistivity is 1 Ωm. The resistivity of the embankment is 
40 Ωm. In each image the embankment height is 5m. 
Figure 3: Profiles of resistivity variation below the synthetic ERT array for different river 
levels in different modelled river resistivities a) Where the river is 1 Ωm and the model is 
homogeneous. b) 5 Ωm and the model is homogeneous. c) 10 Ωm and the model is 
homogeneous. d) 1 Ωm and the model is heterogeneous. e) 10 Ωm and the model is 
heterogeneous. The models associated with a river of 20 Ωm are not shown, due to the lack of 
distorted resistivities underlying the electrode array for all distances of river to electrode. 

 
Figure 4: Resistivities directly underneath the modelled ERT array across the embankment 
crest, showing resistivity across depth below surface, for different electrode spacings. a) 
When the river is 1.7 m from the electrode array. b) When the river is 3.5 m from the 
electrode array.  

 

 

Figure 8:  2D difference inversions for L2 at Hadleigh Marsh. Each difference inversion shown 
corresponds to the reference inversion of the same letter shown in Figure 7. a) 17-Dec-19 (water 
level: 5.64 m, reference inversion: 03-Dec-19). b) 12-Apr-20 (water level: 5.75 m, reference 
inversion: 03-Apr-20). c) 05-Nov-20 (water level: 5.47 m, reference inversion: 26-Oct-20). 
Water levels were taken from Sheerness tidal gauge, so water levels are an analogous 
correspondence to Hadleigh Marsh. 

 

Figure 7: 2D inversions of the ERT data taken from L2 at Hadleigh Marsh (see Figure 2) where 
each inversion represents the start of a tidal cycle, where it is at a tidal minimum.  a) A reference 
inversion from 08-Dec-19 (water level 1.08 m). b) 03-Apr-20 (water level: 1.65m). c) 26-Oct-
20 (water level: 1.35 m). Water levels were taken from Sheerness tidal gauge, so water levels 
are an analogous correspondence to Hadleigh Marsh.  

 

Figure 5: Cumulative sensitivity distribution for the synthetic model outputted from R3t, 
including an outline of the river region and electrode array for where the river is at its furthest. 
This sensitivity map is cropped half-way across the mesh, in the direction perpendicular to the 
embankment, to show how sensitivity is distributed. The electrode array is located at 9.5 m in 
the y orientation. 

Figure 9: 2D inversions of lines P1-P3 on 08-Dec-19. a) Line P1. b) Line P2. C) Line P3.  
Figure 10: 2D difference inversions of lines P1-P3 on 08-Dec-19. a) Line P1. b) Line P2. C) 
Line P3.  

Figure 6: Layout of the PRIME array at Hadleigh Marsh, where L1-L2 are ERT lines parallel 
to the river front and P1-P3 are ERT lines perpendicular.  
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Figure 11: 3D reference inversion for Hadleigh Marsh, taken from the beginning of the tidal 
cycle (08-Dec-19), where the maximum tidal ingress is lowest. L2 is adjacent to the River 
Thames. 

Figure 12: A 3D time-lapse inversion for Hadleigh Marsh (17-Dec-19), using Figure 11 as a 
reference, taken from a time period where the maxmium tidal height was at its peak. L2 is 
adjacent to the River Thames. 
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